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Preface

As in the earlier editions, the present text emphasizes the

interconnectedness of areas in auditory perception. These linkages are espe-

cially evident in the chapters dealing with acoustic sequences, pitch and

infrapitch, loudness, and the restoration of portions of signals obliterated by

extraneous sounds. In addition, the chapter on speech describes how processes

employed for the perception of brief nonverbal sounds are used for the

organization of syllables and words, along with an overlay of special linguistic

mechanisms.

The basic format of the book remains unchanged, but all chapters have been

updated. Among the additions are new sections in Chapter 1 describing the

principles underlying functional imaging of the brain based on the hemody-

namic techniques of fMRI and PET, and the electrodynamic techniques of EEG

and MEG. New information concerning pitch and infrapitch appears in

Chapter 3, and additional information concerning speech processing is

incorporated into Chapter 7. Suggested additional reading now appears at the

end of each chapter.

It is hoped that this text will be of value to research scientists and to pro-

fessionals dealing with sound and hearing. No detailed specialized knowledge

is assumed, since basic information necessary for understanding the material

covered is provided. It may be used for advanced undergraduate and graduate

courses in behavioral sciences, neurobiology, music, audio engineering, and

the health sciences and professions.

My own research in perception was carried out at the following insti-

tutions: Brown University; New York University College of Medicine; Cambridge

University; the Medical Research Council Applied Psychology Research Unit,

Cambridge; Oxford University; the Laboratory of Psychology at the National

Institute of Mental Health, Bethesda; and the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee.
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